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Floor Area:

3,446 m²

Leased
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Property Description

Building - 3,446 sqm
Substantial car park + yard 1,904 sqm
Will suit multiple uses

Outstanding exposure to the busy traffic controlled intersection at Gilchrist Drive and
Kellicar Road, with frontages also to Bugden Place & Menangle Road. This property, which
has been occupied by Bunnings for several years, is situated a mere 200 metres to
Narellan Road and less than 4km to the Hume Motorway/Narellan Road interchange, which
feeds into Sydney’s major arterial road network including the M5 and M7 motorways. It is
also only a 300m walk to Macarthur Railway Station and is directly opposite the well
regarded Macarthur Square.

This modern freestanding building of 8,762 sqm is erected on a site of 25,500 sqm, allowing
a huge car park for 268 cars (accessible from Bugden Place) plus additional substantial
concrete hardstand/truck marshalling of 3,631 sqm (accessible from Menangle Road). The
concrete constructed warehouse provides high clearance fully sprinklered
warehouse/storage space as well as quality office space & plenty of staff amenities. Access
for trucks, including B-doubles, is available from Menangle Road. The property has a
flexible B4 Mixed Use zoning, which will suit multiple uses.

This is a unique offering, suitable for warehousing, logistics operators, as well as bulky
goods users who can mobilise quickly. Competitive rental with flexible terms on offer. This is
a unique offering, suitable for warehousing, logistics operators, as well as bulky goods
users who can mobilise quickly. Competitive rental with flexible terms on offer. The northern
section of 5,316 sqm has been leased, whilst the southern section of 3,446 sqm plus sealed
yard of 1,903 sqm fronting Kellicar Road & Budgen Place is available.

Contact joint exclusive leasing agents Link Property Services or Knapp Property Group for
further detail or an inspection.

Additional Details

Car Spaces
268

Zoning
B4 Mixed Use

Parking
Comments
268 car spaces

Whole, 1 Kellicar Rd, Campbelltown, NSW 2560
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